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assimilation approach, the results show that the approach can not significantly improve
the data quality relative to the model background at the full temporal and spatial resolution. A question arise here as what is the advancement of this data relative to previous
longer-term ozone time series. The following are some specific comments:
1. Figure 4 indicates that the original SOCOL ozone time series at the latitude band
30oN-90oN is out of phase with the debiased SOCOL time series and BDBP. Does this
imply SOCOL simulations have serious problems?
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2. Figure 5 indicates that the raw and zonally adjusted TOMS total column ozone data
have large differences and some small scale details disappear in the spatial distributions of the adjusted TOMS ozone compared with the raw data. One may wonder
whether those fine details in the raw data are true signals or are smoothed out after
the adjustment.
3. It is concluded in the paper that there is a more pronounced effect of ENSO and
slightly weaker effect of the 11 yr solar cycle in the earlier period. It is interesting to
discuss whether the weaker effect of the11 yr solar cycle in the earlier period is caused
by the stronger ENSO effect or by the solar activity changes.
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